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• The company is a flagship in the field of quantum trading both
in the Blockchain technology market and in the field of classical 
exchange trading on cryptocurrency exchanges and the stock market.

• We have developed unique trading strategies and use unique 
algorithms, trading tools, market analysis and control to take into 
account the growing number of complex factors affecting the value
of positions in the market. We make money both on the growth
of the cryptocurrency market and on the fall.

• The key to our success is not the use of modern tools, but the creation
of the tools of the future. Thanks to this, we are always one step ahead.

What we do

About LumexBit
LumexBit is an international top-class asset management company that 
provides a wide range of financial services in the field of trading
on the stock market and cryptocurrency exchanges, as well as engaged
in quantum trading with elements of asset trust management and capital 
management for individuals and legal entities. The company also invests 
in promising projects, venture funds and startups.              

Nicholas Hartman



Power of trading assets
Stay on top of the market with our innovative 
technologies, unique trading strategies and 
broad access to a variety of trading directions, 
backed by our traders many years of experience
and excellence of market analysis.

BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH LUMEXBIT

A career at LumexBit is an opportunity to help our 
clients around the world reach their potential while 
you discover your own. As part of a global asset 
management company, you can look forward
to amazing investment opportunities by partnering 
with talented peers from all countries and regions 
and building constructive relationships with your 
partners. By working in a field where honesty and 
transparency are valued, you will become part
of a huge team that is passionate about their craft, 
our customers and sustainable success.

Careers growth

Full protection of your fund
Even smart investors sometimes need help. We've 
built a team of some of the most knowledgeable 
and passionate professionals in the industry
to ensure you have someone to reach out to with 
your most important investment questions.

No limit for your income
With LumexBit, you only work with 
professional traders with years of experience 
who are reviewed and selected based
on strict quality criteria. This is our way
of ensuring that you only earn with reputable 
traders who can secure and grow your capital 
risk-free. Our success is your success.



OUR VALUES

Inspiring the global movement
of technological progress and human 
development, the career development
of entrepreneurs, we will enable people 
around the world to live life to the fullest 
and leave a legacy to future generations.

Nicholas Hartman
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By investing in our company, you 
will be sure that your capital is safe, 
regardless of external factors and 
market behavior. Our strong capital 
position, conservative balance sheet 
and automated risk controls are 
designed to protect all our investors 
and partners from any loss.

Transparency

We strive for excellence, constantly 
striving for exceptional performance 
and outstanding results for our 
customers, partners and our company.

Perfection

We are responsible for adhering
to the highest standards by insisting
on transparency and vigilance on the 
part of our employees as we learn from 
experience and make decisions
that give our company a sense
of purpose and pride.

Honesty

We prioritize collaboration and value 
diversity, creating a culture that fosters 
engagement, teamwork, and 
entrepreneurial thinking in the pursuit 
of professional and personal excellence.

Partnership

LumexBit is your unique tool with which you 
can easily invest in all important asset 
classes, build your own business and 
participate in any area of blockchain 
technology and trading. This tool is
available to you anywhere in the world and 
is always at your fingertips. Let your money 
work for you!

Simple and easy saving 
of your time

OUR VALUES
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Unique compensation plan
of referral program

You can invite your partners to register
in our company using your referral link
or QR Code and they will join to your team

TWO MAIN WAYS TO HAVE
A STABLE INCOME ON LONG TERM WITH LUMEXBIT

Get a referral bonus from each deposit
of your partner at any time, when your 
partner made investment

Unique investment portfolio

No limit for your income

You can earn from 7% to 40% bonuses
from investments of your partners

We provide a wide range of financial services
in the global market using advanced technologies 
and innovations in the field of quantum trading 
and trading based on unique trading strategies

We have 3 investment portfolios:

USD Investment Packages

CRYPTO Investment Packages

VENTURE Investment Packages
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The first profit from investment 
packages is accrued 24 hours 
after opening

All subsequent charges are 
made everyday from Monday 
to Friday at the same time

The deposit is returned 
at the end of the term 
to your balance

15 days
0.7-1.20%
From 50 USD

24 days
1-1.50%
From 1,000 USD

32 days
1.40-1.80%
From 10,000 USD

40 days
1.70-2.20%
From 50,000 USD

46 days
2-2.50%
From 250,000 USD

USD PHOTON USD MAGENTIC USD CRYPTO USD FUTURES USD ALTCOINS

100 days
2.10%
From 0.005 BTC

100 days
2.40%
From 5 BTC

100 days
2.70%
From 25 BTC

BTC SUPERIORITYBTC LIGHT BTC QUANT

240 days
2.80%
From 500 USD

260 days
3%
From 5,000 USD

VENTURE LIGHT VENTURE SUPERIORITY

100 days
2.10%
From 0.1 ETH

100 days
2.40%
From 50 ETH

100 days
2.70%
From 350 ETH

ETH LIGHT ETH QUANT ETH SUPERIORITY
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UNIQUE COMPENSATION PLAN OF REFERRAL PROGRAM

Status Levels Required turnover Income Bonus

Partner 3 0 7% 0 USD

Chief Partner 5 30,000 USD 10% 0 USD

Supervisor 7 70,000 USD 12% 0 USD

Senior Supervisor 12 150,000 USD 14% 0 USD

Executive Supervisor 13 300,000 USD 17% 0 USD

Senior Executive 13 750,000 USD 20% 500 USD

Chief Executive 13 2,000,000 USD 24% 2,500 USD

Ambassador 20 5,000,000 USD 29% 10,000 USD

Blue Diamond Ambassador 20 15,000,000 USD 33% 30,000 USD

Black Diamond Ambassador 20 30,000,000 USD 36% 100,000 USD

Presidential Diamond Ambassador 20 100,000,000 USD 38% 1,000,000 USD

Royal Diamond Ambassador 20 500,000,000 USD 40% 5,000,000 USD



EXCLUSIVE BONUSES

Additional bonuses
Earn from $ 500 to $ 5,000,000
for reaching new ranks of referral program

Exclusive prizes 
Get real estate, cars and other gifts for an 
active participation in the life of the company

No limit for your income
You can earn from 7% to 40% bonuses
from investments of your partners

The affiliate program allows you to earn up 
to 20 lines from your partners in the team

Uniqueness



HOW IT WORKS

And open
a deposit

You can invite your partners 
to register in our company 
using your referral link or 
QR Code and they will join 
to your team.

Get a referral bonus from 
each deposit of your 
partner at any time, when 
your partner made 
investment.

You can earn from 7%
to 40% bonuses from 
investments of your partners 
and you can get additional 
bonus from 500 USD to 
50,000,000 USD for 
achieving rank.

After completing the 
registration process, you 
will receive 1 rank of the 
referral program. You
get up to 7% of the 
investments of your 
partners.

To move up to rank 2 
(CHIEF PARTNER), you 
need to receive 30,000 
USD from the total 
investment of your 
partners and you will be 
automatically transferred 
to status 2, where you will 
receive additional bonuses 
and lines.

Our unique referral program 
compensation plan has 12 
ranks: from PARTNER to 
ROYAL DIAMOND 
AMBASSADOR
The higher your rank, the 
more benefits you have:

1. More your referral 
commission from partners;

2. More your additional 
bonuses for reaching rank;

3. You get bonuses from 20 
lines of your partners 
when you reach the 
AMBASSADOR rank.

Register Invite friends Raise your rank Become successful
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Take an active part in the development 
of the company — attract new partners, 
create your own team, reach new ranks 
in the company and increase your income.

The LumexBit bonus system allows any client 
of the company to receive referral bonuses
from partner’s deposits (up to 20 levels 
in depth), and also pays impressive bonuses 
for reaching new ranks.

Earn from

through the special 
LUMEXBIT bonus system!

$ 500 to
$ 5,000,000
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THE HIGHEST SECURITY STANDARDS

LumexBit uses the best system security algorithms 
using cutting edge technology. We have implemented 
Multi-Sig technology in payment modules, where 50% 
of financial assets are stored, and the remaining 50% 
are securely stored in separate accounts and in cold 
storage systems, from where they are distributed
to trading positions.

Legal security
Before making financial investments, we assess the 
overall stability of the market, study the profitability 
potential of the object we work with, and also check 
forecasts regarding the rise or fall of prices
in the financial and cryptocurrency markets. This insures 
our capital investors and guarantees them profitability.

A qualified team of lawyers in the field
of international law ensures the functioning
of LumexBit within the framework of international 
legislation, thus each of our partners will feel safe.

Technical safety

Financial security

Psychological safety
LumexBit management clearly understands that this 
aspect is fundamental to building a successful business. 
We create the most favorable microclimate for our 
team, and also use the services of professionals who 
help our traders to always be in the most productive 
state, with a cold mind and a clear understanding
of how to ensure maximum profit for our partners.



LEGALITY. AUDIT. SAFETY

is a international legal financial company 
incorporated in Australia in accordance with 
applicable international law.

The main staff of the company at the time of 
registration is 385 employees. The company 
also actively uses the services of so-called  
freelancers-specialists with a high level of 
qualifications in various fields of activity, who 
work remotely for short-term and long-term 
contracts. The authorized capital of the company is 

$ 900,000,000



«Stay on top of the market and achieve 
financial gravity thanks to our many 
years of experience, unique trading 
strategies and wide access to various 
trading directions with LumexBit».
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CONTACTS



+61290984728

Technical support:
support@lumexbit.com
Business development:
finance@lumexbit.com

Level 1/5 O'Connell St, 
Sydney NSW 2000, 
Australia


